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Introduction
The city of Rome has the privilege of being able to share over two thousand years of history with
the public, yet today faces complex challenges of building on such a past as it struggles in
resolving social, political and environmental conflicts that encompass the city. The relationship
between built and natural environments within the city can be seen as stages to view these
tensions, where situations between the individual and collective, resistance and acceptance, and
development and neglect confront themselves often revealing a sense of alienation from each
other and from nature. And the further from the city center one moves the more these tensions are
heightened. Yet within the peripheries there are markers of change that go against this cycle of
division.

Porta Maggiore is a three-part project that explores the relationship between the built and natural
environments of the eastern periphery of the Roman suburbs, known as Roma Est. The work is
informed by a series of interrelated enquiries including an attempt to link the spectacle of
filmmaking to the process of individuation; a search for liminal spaces of the periphery and the
sense of alienation behind them; to question the forms of resistance and acceptance within the
process of change; and the desire to find unity between the individual and collective in a supposed
‘post-fascist’ culture.
The three parts to the project are:
- Film: the story of a film director as he travels through the Roman periphery in search of a story,
joining documentary, fiction and projection modes of filmmaking into one feature-length film.
(January 2018 to December 2019)
- Nocturnal Projections: within the production of the film there will be 14 exterior public
projection installations, which will be recorded and treated as scenes in the film. (fall 2019 to
winter/ spring 2020)
- Exhibitions: from this one film, a series of objects, prints and video installations will also be built.
These works will be exhibited as a solo art show on view at the central location of the film in Roma
Est––Casa del Parco, Parco delle Energie (an independently run community center associated with
Ex Snia social center) and an off-site space for September/October 2020.
The project is self-funded and supported by the assistance of neighborhood residents and
organizations of Pigneto-Prenestino. Its production and eventual exhibition is inspired by a two
yearlong dialog with the area in which it is being produced and will be eventually shown. This
dialog includes teaching a local free filmmaking course, free public screenings and performances
and the participation in community meetings and protests.
Film––Story (within a circle a triangle attempts to break free from a square)
Told through the lens of a fable, the semi-documentary film follows a director’s search for a story
while he scouts 14 exterior film locations in the suburban landscapes of Roma Est. His journey
begins near Cinecittà, a once popular commercial film studio on the eastern edge of the city, and
moves towards the eastern entrance to the city, Porta Maggiore, an ancient Roman gate formed by
two meeting aqueducts. As he travels cyclically exploring the potential locations, political,
environmental and social situations in the form of stories are revealed, stirring personal struggles in
the form of dreams to come to the surface. Anchoring the journey is the discovery of the central
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location of the film––Lago Ex Snia, a recent naturally formed lake and ecosystem created through
accidental and illegal human intervention, located within an abandoned viscose factory complex.
This encounter and the interaction with the community that tries to preserve the lake ultimately
changes the filmmaker’s course, putting into question the limits of his craft, his identity as director
and the nature of transformation.
Film––Method
Rooted in observation, fiction and performance the process of attempting the production of the
film will become the story of the director’s journey, creating a collection of interconnected
narratives that will be assembled in a feature-length film and video installation.
From January 2018 to May 2020 three methods of film production—documentary, fiction and
projection––will be applied within each of the 14 locations that director is scouting in Roma Est.
These locations will be use be used in two ways: as characters that will inform the central idea to a
specific scene, combining the use of scripted dialogs, improvisation and documentary footage;
and as public stages, where the act of filming and projecting will be treated as temporary
installations and be open to the public’s interaction.
Mirroring these three methods of film production is Active Imagination––a Jungian meditative
technique used in the process of individuation that brings the personal and collective
unconsciousness into consciousness, creating the possibility of a psychological shift. This is
achieved through three levels or perspectives: 1) observational––recognizing a feeling; 2)
fantasy/dream––going into the feeling and facing it; and 3) expanded–– abstracting and dissolving
the feeling by becoming familiar with it. Through this familiarity, the unknown qualities of the
feeling becomes known and loses its power over the individual, allowing one to look at the images
connected to that feeling and feel it with an expanded view.
The mirroring between the film production methods and the Jungian technique is explored in the
following ways:
- Documentary based stories will represent the director’s research––reflecting the observation of a
feeling.
- Fictional scenes will represent the director’s dreams and fantasies––reflecting the idea of going
into a feeling.
- Nocturnal public projection installations will represent the meeting of the two modes of
production, forming the third expanded view for the director. Where parts of the documentary
stories and fictional scenes of that specific location will be projected onto an exterior structure of
that location—reflecting a familiarity with the feeling, dissolving it and seeing it within a different
perspective. The public projections will be treated as ‘location shoots’, which are normally closed
off from the public, but in this production, are open, allowing for public interaction. Here interviews
will be conducted with the public and/or a choreographed performance will take place in front of
the projection. The entire event will be documented to then be included in the film, creating a form
of mise-en-abyme.
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Exhibition––Proposed Plan
Dates: September/October 2020
Locations/Events:
o Parco delle Energie, 175 Prenestina, Rome (an independently run community center
associated with Ex Snia social center located within the same complex)
§ Casa del Parco, Sala Ovale: the interior space of the community center will
contain a large-scale video installation and a series of video objects
§ Installation of a temporary large-scale environmental sculpture installation by
sculptor Virginio Ferrari
§ A series of discussions, performances and workshops in collaboration with
other artists and scholars in connection with the project will be organized
throughout the month.
§ Rigenera film festival: In the Adjoining Park, exterior screenings of a curated
film festival will take place during the opening weekend of the exhibit along
with afternoon art workshops at the lake.
o Off-site space (to be secured): containing additional video objects, prints and video
installations
o Ex Snia Logos Festival della Parola: To maximize greater viewership and
collaboration the above-mentioned events will work in conjunction with Logos Festival
della Parola organized by Ex Snia that takes place over the course of four days in
October, concluding the exhibit.
o Nuovo Cinema Aquila: screening of a theatrical version of the film at the local city run
neighborhood cinema theater can be organized
o Printed Catalog: production of a 36-page, color catalog containing images of the
exhibit, video frames, film stills, sketches and texts by the artist. Brunella Antomarini,
PhD, who teaches aesthetics and phenomenology at John Cabot University; Peter
Saram, PhD; Assistant Professor of Media and Communication Studies at John Cabot
University; and Fedrico Petrolati, PhD, who teaches philosophy and is a Pigneto
neighborhood resident will provide introductions.
Timeline
January–May 2017: Marco arrives in Rome to teach at John Cabot University. Resides in
Pigneto and begins to document the occupation of Nuovo Cinema Aquila and negotiations
between community residents and the local municipality. Introduces work to the community
screening a series of works and projecting onto the exterior on the theater on May 30, the last
screening before it is handed back to the municipality (theater re-opens in the fall).
September 2017–September 2018: research, random filming and documentation of
neighborhood resident meetings and their manifestations
October 2017: Marco participates in the Logos Festival organized by Ex-Snia with a
performance entitled Cinema Espanso
March-May 2018: Marco teaches Self & Otherness a free weekly film class at Ex-Snia
October 2018: First Public Projection Scene at Logos Festival, using it to test concept and
production
November-December 2018: pre-production
*January 2019–May 2020: official filming of 14 locations––documentary, fiction and public
projection performances
*February-August 2020: editing and assembly
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-

*August 2020: exhibit objects, prints and installation production
*September/October 2020: exhibition openings, screenings, events and catalog production

Team & Community
The production team is continuously evolving and is composed of Roma Est community
members, John Cabot Students and friends made along the way:
Barbera Greco, production and camera assistant, John Cabot University student
Francesco Carlesi, camera assistant, John Cabot University student
Liryc Dela Cruz, camera, independent filmmaker
Pietro Traversa, camera and production assistant, independent filmmaker
Massimo Vattani, projection assistance
Spairo Sapiranio, production assistance independent filmmaker
Clara Arq, production assistance
Chiara Feliciani, production assistance
Donatella Della Ratta, research assistance
Fedrico Petrolati, research assistance
Anatol, Ex Snia custodian
Peggy Firestone, research assistance, psychologist
Community/Organizational Support
Comitato del Quartiere––Pigneto Prenestino,
https://www.facebook.com/ComitatodiQuartierePignetoPrenestino/
Lago Ex Snia, https://lagoexsnia.wordpress.com Forum
Ex Snia, social center, http://www.exsnia.org
Parco delle Energie/Lago Forum, http://www.archivioviscosa.org
Festa della Parola, http://www.logosfest.org
Orizzontale, architecture firm, http://www.orizzontale.org/en/
John Cabot University, www.johncabot.edu
Pedagogical Approach
From March through May 2018 I taught a free experimental video essay class at Ex Snia social
center entitled Self and Otherness. The course brought together over 20 interested filmmakers
from across Rome of various levels of production experience and age groups. Through this gesture
a network has been formed to build from for production assistance and to re-use some of their
works made during the class within the film or exhibition. http://marcogferrari.com/lio-e-lalteritacorso-di-cinema-exsnia/
From January to December 2019 an additional call for community participation will be explored to
gather young actors, filmmakers and artists to participate in the various stages of the film and
exhibition.
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Background Information
The Periphery of Roma Est
Roma Est is a triangular shaped eastern suburban territory of the city of Rome. It contains densely
populated residential areas mixed with industrial factories, local shops and shopping malls. It was
once the open country side of the ancient Roman empire containing its major Aqueducts leading
to the city center, wealthy Roman villas and pagan catacombs remnants of which are all still visible
today embedded within the many residential communities.
Within a short period of time from the beginning of the 20th century, Fascist industrial and
residential projects, post-war reconstruction efforts, and modern urbanization have all led to a
great transformation of the once open landscape, generating phases of poverty, development,
over-development and also neglect. Italian film directors such as Rossellini and Pasolini picked up
on these tensions and histories of the area and used the neighborhoods and/or its inhabitants as
characters in their films commenting on the struggles of classism, wartime revolution and socialist
ideals. These productions along with other local folklore reinforced its identity as an area that
embraces resistance against fascist thought and an acceptance of diversity.
In recent years though this identity of inclusion is being challenged as it is faces economical,
cultural and urban tensions as a new influx of African, Asian, Rom immigrants try to live with the
local residents; as pockets of gentrification that capitalizes on the area’s decadence becomes more
commonplace; as consumption and entertainment replaces traditional cultural forms; and as the
loss of natural environments and its benefits becomes more and more apparent.
Lago Ex Snia- the lake that fights back
Rising against these trends are pockets of communities anchored by residential committees and
independent social centers that through sustaining traditional customs, cultural programming and
political protest resist the tensions that face their neighborhoods and try to provide a sense of
inclusion for all residents. Pigneto-Prenestino contains a network of these groups, which also
protect Lake Ex Snia, a recent naturally formed lake and ecosystem created through accidental and
illegal human intervention, located within an abandoned viscose factory complex in that area.
The lake is the only “natural” lake in Rome and was produced after a developer was building a
shopping center illegally within the large factory complex and tapped an underground spring. A
body of water then formed around the half-built structure of what would have been a shopping
mall. Since the lake was within a closed off area to the public an eco-system formed during the
many years the developer was on trial for his crimes. The local community then upon discovery of
the lake and to prevent further illegal building occupied the lake and since that time have
maintained its current state while trying to officially protect it by submitting the lake’s status as a
natural monument to the local and regional governments, which have yet to conclude on the lake’s
final state.
Jung’s Psychology
Carl Jung’s teachings are based on the idea that our purpose in life is to reach a conscious state of
being that is whole and complete. This wholeness is achieved through Individuation––the process
by which a person integrates unconscious contents into consciousness, thereby becoming a
psychologically whole individual. This in turn is Self-Realization, which is the release
from persona and identification with the collective unconscious––an ongoing dialog
between ego and Self in which the ego is relativized.
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Individuation can only unfold in the context of a relationship with others. In life's first half,
individuation takes the form of adaptation to culture; in the second half, the ego turns inward and
confronts the archetypal ground behind it. Individuation is the human expression of life's inborn
urge toward growth, expansion, and development of innate capacities. It is therefore both a
synthesis and an entelechy of the self, a creation of the new and expression of something already
present in germinal form. Individuation is not a road, it's a spiral around the Self. Individuation
begins with guilt and need for expiation due to splitting with conformity, for which the person must
give some equivalent: values that help the community.
Expanded Cinema
Cinema has oscillated between traditional forms of story telling towards experimental approaches
to narrative and its exhibition. Past Roman based filmmakers such as Pasolini, Fellini and Antonioni
pushed the idea of film through their methods of production and subject matter. These works
though were fixed to the projection in a dark theater, removing the ability for a direct dialog with
the artist. The use of the projector outside of theater with installation and video art is not a new
method and it was artists in the 60s who re-established the idea of expanded cinema, treating film
as a material rather than just as means. Giving importance to the dialog with the spectator, often
asking them to move within and around the work. Throughout the years though, this approach has
been institutionalized with video installations living now mostly in museums for a specific audience.
Lastly, live cinema, vj’ing and projection mapping have become popular forms of expression and
have pushed the form of cinema and the place it is seen through affordable projection technology.
Yet many of these audiovisual experiences remain tied to the idea of entertainment and avoid
establishing a relationship with the place in which they are projected onto or produced in.
All forms of art are in constant change, but more than others cinema fluctuates as it balances
industry on one side and artistic expression on the other. I am interested in bridging, removing and
exposing some of these constraints to create new personal methods of production––building on
traditional elements of storytelling, experimental techniques in narrative, documentary forms of
participation and available projection technology.
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